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Live imaging has become an essential tool to investigate the coordinated activity and output of cellular networks. Within the
last decade, 2 Nobel prizes have been awarded to recognize innovations in the field of imaging: one for the discovery, use,
and optimization of the green fluorescent protein (2008) and the second for the development of super-resolved fluorescence
microscopy (2014). New advances in both optogenetics and microscopy now enable researchers to record and manipulate activity from specific populations of cells with better contrast and resolution, at higher speeds, and deeper into live tissues. In
this review, we will discuss some of the recent developments in microscope technology and in the synthesis of fluorescent
probes, both synthetic and genetically encoded. We focus on how live imaging of cellular physiology has progressed our understanding of the control of gastrointestinal motility, and we discuss the hurdles to overcome in order to apply the novel tools
in the field of neurogastroenterology and motility.
(J Neurogastroenterol Motil 2015;21:337-351)
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Introduction
Live cell microscopy has become an essential technique for
researchers who aim at monitoring cellular activity in integrated
systems in order to understand the control of physiological
processes. The most important advantage of live imaging is the
fact that many cells can be monitored simultaneously, which, in
contrast to electrical recordings that are mostly confined to single

cells, allows the identification of cellular interactions and patterns.
This is an extremely important asset in tissues where multiple cell
types, sometimes sparsely located at critical locations, are working
together to coordinate organ function. Moreover, because recording in 3 dimensions is possible and disruption of tissue integrity can be reduced to a minimum, live imaging aids in investigating genuine spatial relations and connections between cells.
One such organ where interactions between different cell
types is crucial, is the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Conveniently,
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the gut is organized in well-defined spatially restricted layers: 2
nerve plexuses (myenteric and submucous) with many other cell
types embedded within muscle layers and connective tissue,1 as2
3,4
sisted by interstitial cells, different types of glial cells, and
5
seeded at crucial locations with immune cells, all of which interact in one way or another with vasculature, epithelial and enteroendocrine cells in the mucosal epithelium. Although intriguingly complex, the concentric tissue sheets that shape most of the
digestive tract make the gut ideal to be studied by live imaging
techniques. In particular, the enteric nervous system (ENS) and
associated cellular systems responsible for the independent control of GI functions such as intestinal motility, can be filmed to
understand gastrointestinal physiology in an integrated ex vivo
organ setting. Remarkably, although Bayliss and Starling’s description of “the law of the intestine: already dates back more than
6
a century, their discovery is still puzzling many researchers in the
field of neurogastroenterology and motility today. Major breakthroughs that advance our comprehension of the development
and function of the cellular components intrinsic to the gut wall
have always relied on a strong microscopy component, but compared to the progress made in, for example, central nervous system (CNS) research, the neurogastroenterology field is lagging
behind in developing and applying highly innovative imaging
techniques. A striking example is the recent “optogenetics revolution” which provides tools to manipulate and record activity in
cellular systems with the spatial, temporal, and cell-type resolution that is governed by optical interaction with genetically en7
coded proteins. This has led to an explosive growth in brain research strategies but so far, has not got a convincing foothold in
the ENS community.
Imaging technology obviously also has its limitations, as high
quality imaging critically depends on the availability of efficient
probes that can translate physiological processes (for example,
changes in specific ion concentrations, an action potential, a contraction, a membrane fusion, a release event, etc) into photons.
Secondly, there is a limit to the optical resolution that can be obtained because light, as any electromagnetic wave, is subjected to
diffraction as it propagates through optical components and diffractive media. Lastly, there is also a limit to the current recordings speeds of imaging systems, which becomes an issue for the
faster electrophysiological events, especially in neurons. However,
in the last decade, some important progress has been made to
tackle the limitations of live imaging and microscopy, not only in
terms of technical developments but especially with respect to the
spatial and temporal specificity of delivery methods for probes
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and reporter molecules.
Although the technology itself is critically important, in this
review, rather than expanding on microscopy techniques, we
chose to mainly address the different fluorescent probes that are
now at hand to study and manipulate cellular and tissue activity.
In the first section, we focus on a number of important scientific
achievements that have shaped the recent advances in tools and
subsisting needs for live imaging microscopy. We then give an
overview of the synthetic dyes and their genetic “homologues,”
each with their advantages and disadvantages, and we dedicate a
chapter to the novel optical tools to manipulate cellular function.
In the last section, we will discuss what their use has recently
taught us about cellular function and interactions in the intestinal
wall, and conclude with a number of future perspectives.

Live Imaging M icroscopy: M oving
Forward
Probes
One crucial aspect of microscopic imaging is the need to generate contrast between the item of interest and its background. In
fluorescence imaging, this contrast can be generated by adding
fluorescent molecules in the cells of interest. Originally, molecules such as Lucifer yellow were used to understand how clusters of cells were coupled to each other, by studying the spread of
8
dye from cell to cell. Later on, dyes were developed where the
fluorescent properties depend on a physiological state (eg, mem+
brane potential) or on an intracellular ion concentration (eg, H ,
2+
+
+
Ca , K , and Na ). These sensors have been very useful to
monitor physiology as they immediately translate the cellular
event into numbers of photons and therefore signal intensity.
Instead of being ubiquitously located throughout the cytosol of
cells, these labels have also been further developed to generate dyes
that partition into specific organelles (mitotracker and lysotracker),
or label actively recycling membrane parts (FM1-43), or incorporate into DNA (DAPI and Hoechst). Although these small
molecules have proven their efficacy, they share one problem
where the bulk loading procedure that is generally used to introduce them into cells does not really discriminate between different cell types.
The advent of genetically encoded fluorescent molecules has
caused a huge advance in the field of live cell imaging. Most of
the genetically encoded probes are based on the green fluorescent
protein (GFP), which had been isolated from the jellyfish
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional (3D) optical recordings of living tissue of the mouse intestinal wall. (A) Six sequential projections of a 3D rendering
computed from a 2-photon fluorescence recording of live adult mouse intestine (A1-6). To enhance contrast, DAPI was applied onto the luminal side,
as shown in blue and yellow. No other labeling is present. The autofluorescence of endogenous molecules is shown in green; the green speckles apparent
in A6 are chlorophyll containing remnants of chow. In red is the second harmonic signal of the collagen layer. (B) Snapshots of a 3D live recording of
the intestinal wall of a P0 Wnt1-Cre;R26R-GCaMP3 mouse jejunum. B1-5 show different projections that allow the 3D appreciation of myenteric
2+
ganglia, B6-8 show 3 timepoints during which a myenteric neuron shows spontaneous Ca transients that can be clearly followed in an upward
projecting process (arrows).
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Aequorea victoria.9 In 2008, Dr. Tsien, Dr. Shimomura, and Dr.
Chalfie were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their
work on GFP, which has revolutionized the way biological structures and processes are visualized. In addition to GFP, coral proteins have also been engineered to yield functional, mostly
red-shifted reporter proteins. This has furthermore led to a rapid
progress in the discovery and generation of genetically encoded
reporters, sensors and actuators. Protein sensors have the advantage that a biological interaction with another protein, a second
2+
10,11
or a targeting sequence can be
messenger (Ca and cAMP)
exploited to generate specificity of the sensor to a particular target
or be directed to a distinct location within the cell. Combined
with the currently available transgenic animal models, viral vector
technology and improved gene transfer methods, it is now possible to label, monitor and manipulate specific cell populations using optical tools. This is an invaluable asset as it circumvents the
major limitation shared by many of the small molecule dyes used
in neuroscience and physiology, which is that their universal nature generally hinders targeting specific cell types.

Microscopy Techniques
Need for contrast and resolution

Although for most cellular imaging, optical resolution has
not been a realistic hurdle, it is important to consider the limitations of optical microscopy, especially when conclusions are
drawn about signals arising from subcellular or overlapping
structures. To overcome this problem, super resolution ap12-15
Three of
proaches have been developed over the last 20 years.
the crucial researchers in this field were awarded the Nobel Prize
in 2014 for their contribution towards circumventing the dif16
fraction barrier and improving optical resolution. Although tremendous improvements have been made, this newly developed
technology is still not straightforward for use in live cell imaging.
In the case of stimulated emission depletion (STED), the optical
powers required are still very high (many orders of magnitude
higher than necessary as in, for example, confocal microscopy),
17
which jeopardizes its use for most, but not all live imaging
approaches. As for the stochastic superresolution techniques
(photoactivated localization microscopy [PALM] and stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy [STORM]), in which the extra resolution is based on the fact that only a limited number of
molecules is illuminated and recorded from at same time, total
image reconstruction can take up to minutes and is therefore not
yet suited for recording fast cellular events.
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Offline image analysis techniques (deconvolution and spatiotemporal correlations) can also be applied, but far-stretching conclusions about cellular interactions, receptor presence, etc. should
be avoided when studying tissues stained with bulk loading
procedures. There are solutions to the problem of resolution that
do not require very expensive experimental equipment or advanced image analysis, but rather the appropriate location or expression of fluorescent probes themselves can generate sufficient
contrast. This can be achieved by local application or injection of
dyes to confined structures or by genetic targeting of fluorescent
reporters, especially when sparse labeling is induced. In addition,
one can also combine a genetic labeling technique in combination
with the application of a synthetic dye. By restricting the read-out
of the functional probe to the region or preferably volume of interest, it is possible to make a reliable judgement of how specific
cells respond to a given stimulus.
Need for speed

Another important limitation of imaging, especially with respect to monitoring neuronal activity, is that acquisition speeds
are far worse than those of electrical recordings, which can easily
generate thousands of datapoints per second. Continuous improvements of lens quality, camera resolution and sensitivity have
partially helped to overcome this limitation, in that more photons
can be collected in short (millisecond) timespans. Cameras that
18-21
but
operate at kilohertz speeds have been used successfully
their price, unfortunately still puts a brake on the use of voltage
sensing molecules, for which kiloHertz acquisition rates are a
prerequisite.
Need for depth

In order to preserve and record from integrated 3-dimensional (3D) cellular networks in situ, imaging strategies are necessary to penetrate deep into the tissue. Confocal and especially
multiphoton microscopy are excellent tools to optically select layers within living tissues, but tissue scattering remains the most
important determinant for imaging depth. Although longer
wavelengths, as used in multiphoton imaging penetrate better into tissue, visualizing structures deeper than 1 mm is not realistic.
For brain tissue that means imaging is restricted to the cortical
layers (I to V), but fortuitously, this imaging depth is sufficient to
reach through the intestinal wall (Fig. 1A). Here again, (genetic)
labeling of specific cell layers brings extra contrast and helps to, in
combination with confocal or multiphoton technology, generate
high quality images from deeper layers (Fig. 1B and supple-
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mentary Movie). Obviously not suitable for live imaging approaches, but for fixed tissues a number of clearing techniques
have been developed to suppress refractive index variations.
22
23
Clarity and iDISCO are 2 such techniques that are mainly applied to entire brains and embryos respectively. In the GI field
impressive 3D recordings in cleared intestinal tissue have also
24,25
been reported.

How to Sense Physiological Events
The earliest reports on imaging of cellular activity date back
26,27
when researchers first started using voltage
about 40 years
sensitive dyes to report changes in membrane potential in the
squid giant axon. Soon after, it was realized that ion sensors could
in many ways replace voltage sensors, which were, and still are,
2+
much more tedious to use. In particular, Ca sensors turned out
2+
to be a useful alternative, as intracellular Ca is a fairly ubiq2+
uitous second messenger and its concentration ([Ca ]i) changes
2+
upon neuronal action potential firing. Ca signaling is also
somewhat more general as it can be used to monitor receptor
mediated responses that do not necessarily generate large mem2+
brane depolarisations. Last, because the Ca signals become am2+
plified by Ca stored in the endoplasmic reticulum, the change
in reporter fluorescence is likewise enlarged and easier to record.
With respect to neuronal signaling, the most important drawback
2+
19,28,29
−
remains that Ca signals only−though very fiducially
reflect the consequence of electrical activity that has occurred in a
cell. Although not outweighing the advantages of the excellent
2+
signal to noise ratios of Ca reporters, it is important to remember that this link to membrane potential changes is indirect.
In the same context it is important that terminology such as “action potential firing,” or “depolarization” should be avoided when
2+
using [Ca ]i signals.
This issue becomes even more challenging when non-ex2+
citable cells are also subjected to Ca imaging. It remains unclear as to what exactly happens in glial, epithelial or immune cells
2+
when a rise in [Ca ]i is observed. Nevertheless it remains an important and useful readout as it indicates that the studied cell or
tissue has been perturbed from its normal equilibrium, indicating
at least some sort of “activation.” With the basics of intracellular
2+
30
Ca household in mind, one can carefully draw the correct conclusions for each and every cell type. The complexity of ion imag31
ing, as already recognized a little over 20 years ago, should not
be underestimated and correct use and interpretation of the technique need to be performed with care.

Interestingly, for almost all synthetic fluorescent probes that
have been developed to monitor cellular activity, a genetically encoded counterpart has also been generated. This parallel indicates
that the importance of optical imaging has not waned, but on the
contrary, has been growing and incorporating new technology. It
is important to mention that the genetically encoded counterparts
do not bring full relief, as the synthetic dyes are still superior in
terms of their reaction speed (ie, speed in change of fluorescence
intensity) and their molecular size is generally much smaller.

Voltage Indicators
The first generation of synthetic voltage sensors were developed in the early nineties and in particular, di-8-ANEPPS has
been shown to be the dye of choice for monitoring membrane
32
potentials. This dye has a sufficiently large change in its fluorescence ratio per millivolt change in membrane potential
21
(2-10%/100 mV) and has a fast on and off rate. Recently some
33
other voltage sensitive dyes have been reported: JPW-1114 and
34
FLIPR membrane potential dye, but neither have obvious superiority for general use as the first needs to be loaded intracellularly and the latter has kinetic constants in the order of 4-8
seconds, which is significantly slower than di-8-ANNEPS and is
not linearly dependent on the membrane potential. The FLIPR
membrane potential dye however has an advantage over the other
voltage sensitive dyes in that it displays an increase in fluorescence for a positive deflection of the membrane potential. A
drop in fluorescence for increases in membrane potential, which
is common to most voltage sensors, generally means that the dyes
are more prone to photobleaching in their resting state.
Apart from synthetic dyes, genetically encoded voltage indicators (GEVI) have been designed to make targeting of specific
35,36
The voltage sensitivity of many of the GEVIs
cells possible.
(voltage sensitive phosphatase) is based on conformational changes
in the protein which either directly, or indirectly based on Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), alter the fluorescent properties of the reporter. However, the conformational change limits
the temporal resolution, making recordings faster than 200 Hz
not realistic. The use of GEVIs seems to be concentrated in the
field of (live) cortical imaging, where often mesoscopic com37
pound signals are recorded, for which cellular resolution and resolving individual action potentials is not a requirement. Newer
generations of GEVIs have improved speed as they utilize the in38
trinsic voltage sensitivity of rhodopsins (Arch ) or mutated
39
GFP’s (ArchLight ). Mutations in the Arch protein generated
40,41
yet another GEVI (QuasAr ) with greater sensitivity, higher
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signal-to-noise ratios and better temporal resolution.

Ion Sensors
Although voltage sensors are obvious tools for imaging action potential firing, the ease of use, the larger positive changes in
fluorescence and the greater stability of ion sensors, in particular
2+
those for Ca , has surpassed the use of both synthetic and genet36
ically encoded voltage sensors. In terms of small synthetic molecules, the developments have stagnated somewhat, the usual suspects Fluo-4 and Fura-2 are probably the best known and most
used. Fluo-4 is used more commonly in tissues and when meas2+
uring relative changes in Ca suffices, while Fura-2 is needed
2+
when actual Ca concentrations need to be computed. Several
other synthetic dyes that can be used for bulk loading of tissues
exist and all have their different spectral properties and sensiti42
vities.
Similar to voltage sensors, the first generations of genetically
2+
encoded Ca indicators (GECIs) were based on large protein
conformation shifts, that allowed FRET signals to be recor43
ded. An impressive improvement was made when instead of the
FRET principle a circularly permutated GFP was fused to calmodulin and M13, a synthetic peptide from myosin light chain
2+
kinase. Upon binding to Ca , these proteins slightly deform the
10
protein barrel of GFP to increase its fluorescence intensity.
After rounds of mutations, GCaMP3 was designed, which has
44-46
However,
now been used in many different neuronal systems.
its detection reliability of single action potentials is still relatively
47
low under physiological conditions. The availability of a transgenic mouse line in which GCaMP3 is expressed conditionally
48
(by Cre-Lox technology) from the Rosa26 locus has made
GECI imaging very accessible. Random mutagenesis has generated a series of GCaMP based mutants with different spectral
properties, that were termed G (green), R (red) GECO’s
2+
(Genetically encoded Ca indicators for Optical imaging), how49
ever none of them with obvious improvements in quality.
However, specific modifications of the GCaMP construct has
yielded improved versions either with respect to the amplitude of
50
51
fluorescence change (GCaMP5 ) or speed (GCaMP6 and
52
GCaMP8 ). Even though the newer GCaMPs have improved
characteristics, the protein conformation change that is required
for all GCaMP molecules will always limit the speed at which
these sensors operate. Thus, as with voltage sensors, the GECIs
generally do not beat the synthetic dyes in terms of speed, but are
superior when it comes to selective expression in certain cell
types. Red shifted variants have also been developed and com-
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pared in terms of spectral and kinetic properties with other
53
GECIs. Here again, these proteins are not yet comparable with
respect to the signal to noise properties and the ease of use of
GCaMP3. For a comprehensive overview of the various probes
2+
and techniques to perform intracellular Ca imaging, we refer to
an excellent recent neuron-focused review by Grienberger and
54
Konnerth.
+
+
The use of sensors for other ions (K and Na ) has been very
limited so far, as they are either not very sensitive, the concentration changes of these ions are never that explicit or they do not
2+
show the same ion selectivity as the Ca sensors display. One ex+
ception is the H sensors of which the genetically encoded
pHluorins have proven useful as tags to monitor intracellular or
intra-organelle pH differences, and as such can be used to mon55,56
Again, genetic engineering has
itor synaptic vesicle recycling.
led to improved versions based on fusion proteins with synapto57
58
physin (SyPhy ), or red shifted variants. The synthetic counterpart of these synapto-pHluorins are the styryl dyes such as
59
FM1-43 that partition in the membrane and are co-recycled
when membranes are retrieved from the presynaptic terminal.
Another group of labels worth mentioning are the organelle
60-62
Here
labels, which can be used to monitor trafficking events.
as well synthetic dyes (mitotracker and lysotracker) have been
complemented by genetic approaches, which rely on the specificity of targeting sequences (eg, mito: cox8 targeting sequence) tagged to the fluorescent protein of interest. This approach allowed
63
Misgeld et al to generate transgenic mice that have cyan fluorescent protein specifically in their neuronal mitochondria.
Although the advantages of genetic expression possibilities
are numerous, there are also some limitations to consider when
fluorescent proteins are used as reporters of cellular activity. First
of all, compared to synthetic labels, the protein reporters are quite
large and fusion proteins with a GFP based label carry at least
9
that ~27 kD extra weight. Second, most fluorescent proteins
13
display blinking, which is an important property that may interfere with single molecule detection or very fast recordings. Third,
most of these protein reporters are slower in their responses, as
protein conformational changes are inherently slower than pure
electronic shifts in the fluorochromes. Also, specifically for
GECIs, the dissociation constant (Kd) that determines their sen2+
2+
sitivity to Ca , is generally higher than for synthetic Ca dyes
and varies much more depending on pH or the specific location
within the cell. Moreover, it is not clear how much the long term
presence (depending on the method used to induce GECI expression) as opposed to the acute introduction (in case of syn-
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2+

thetic dyes) of an extra Ca buffer impacts on the physiology of a
particular cell type. Lastly, another apparently counterintuitive
but practical disadvantage, is the fact that a lot of mutated variants with improved characteristics are made available at a rate
that greatly exceeds the speed of use and testing. This applies to a
number of different GECIs, GEVIs, and opsins (see below).
However, none of these disadvantages should in no way prevent
or delay the use of these tools, but are important to take into account when detailed quantification is intended.

Optogenetic M odulation of Cellular
Activity
Apart from the development of sensors or reporters that
translate a cellular event into photons, also the reverse has been
64,65
The fact that light can
put into action in an impressive way.
interact with living matter is known to everyone; it can be used to
confer heat (red shifted lamps) or when used at high powers or at
certain wavelengths (UV) can perturb a cell’s equilibrium or de-

stroy biomolecules. However, the idea to use engineered proteins
to accurately control cellular activity by light in a cell specific and
selective manner dates only little over a decade. The earliest attempts took advantage of the protein machinery available in the
Drosophila eye, from which 3 proteins were shown effective at ac66
tivating mammalian cells (chARGe). The search for a method
to avoid co-expression of several proteins, led Miesenböck to genetically modify TRP and P2X2 channels, to immediately couple
67
light sensitivity to ion channel opening. However, in the meantime the intrinsic light sensitivity of channelrhodopsin (ChR1
and ChR2) had been reported, a protein isolated from the alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which displayed large photocurrents
68
upon illumination (Fig. 2). These could be used to control
69
Caenorhabditis elegans behavior, which was shown 2 years later.
70
In the same year, Boyden et al also reported that indeed ChR2
can be used to elicit realistic action potential trains in neurons.
Channelrhodopsins have been since mutated in order to display
71
72
better temporal characteristics (ChETA and Ch(i)EF, ), be73
come switchable to on and off states (SFO ) or carry larger

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the 2 most important opsin families. Upon blue illumination, Channelrhodopsins (derived from Chlamydomonas
+

reinhardtii) will conduct cations, which in neurons, will result in Na influx and a depolarization of the cell. A single action potential or more sustained
depolarization can be elicited using either brief or longer light pulses. Halorhodopsins (Natromonas pharaonii) cause the opposite effect, in that upon
−
illumination with yellow/orange light a Cl pump is switched on, leading to hyperpolarization of the cell. In order to know where the transgene is
expressed, the opsins are generally fused to a fluorescent reporter protein (XFP), which should be carefully selected, as the wavelength to activate the
opsins should not interfere with the wavelength used for visualization of the cell.
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photocurrents.74 Additionally, red-shifted channelrhodopsins de75
rived from Volvox carteri (VChR1) have been developed.
Inhibitory opsins have also been developed, the best known being
the (enhanced) halorhodopsins (eNpHR) derived from Natromonas
−
pharaoni, which pumps Cl ions upon illumination and therefore
76
hyperpolarizes neurons (Fig. 2). Often, the optogenetic expression cassettes also include a fluorescent reporter tag that aids
in the localization of the cells expressing these actuators. As with
any genetically encoded system, these actuators can be expressed
site and cell specifically or can be used to examine localized events
77
such as synaptic function.
Technically, microscope techniques are not needed for optogenetic actuators such as channelrhodopsins and halorhodopsins,
as light can be delivered via optic fibers into specific locations of
the brain or other organs. As such, optogenetic technology has
78
been used in the study of many different diseases (eg, autism and
79,80
Parkinson’s disease ) and behavioral experiments (eg, respira81
82
83
tion, locomotion, and fear ).
84
At present an extensive, and at times bewildering, palette of
optogenetic tools is available. However, no matter how complete
the toolkit has become, the choice of actuator and auxiliary driver
suited for a specific experiment, together with the powers and
wavelengths of light needed to discriminate between identification and modulation of the actuator-expressing cells, requires
careful consideration by the researcher.

Applications of Live Fluorescent Imaging
Techniques in Neurogastroenterology
Live Imaging of the Developing Enteric
Nervous System
The ENS is a vital component in the control of GI function.
All neurons and glia of the ENS arise from neural crest cells that
migrate into the developing gut during development. These enteric neural crest-derived cells (ENCCs) proliferate, differ85-87
Live
entiate, and project neurites to appropriate target cells.
imaging has contributed to our understanding of 2 important aspects of ENS development: (1) the migration of ENCCs in the
gut and (2) the development of neural activity in the immature
ENS.
Live time-lapse imaging using different genetically-encoded
fluorescent reporters has been crucial to investigate the migration
of neurons and precursors within many parts of the developing
nervous system, as well as various populations of neural crest
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88-90

In the ENS, live imaging using Wnt1-cre;R26R-YFP
cells.
TGM/+
mice, where yellow or green fluorescent proteins are
and Ret
expressed by neural crest-derived cells has demonstrated that
ENCCs have a particular mode of migration in the gut, as cells
91-93
To enremain mostly in contact with each other in “chains.”
hance the cellular resolution within the migrating population, different genetically-encoded photo-convertible fluorescent proteins
are now available. Photostimulation of these proteins, usually using violet to blue wavelength light, induces a change in the fluo94
rescent properties. There are 3 main types of photo-transformable fluorescent proteins: (1) photo-activatable proteins, where
fluorescent emission is induced after stimulation (eg, photo-activatable GFP); (2) photo-convertible proteins, where stimulation
95
produces a shift in the fluorescent emission spectra (eg, Kaede,
96
97
KikGR, and Dendra, which change from green to red emission); and (3) reversibly switchable fluorescent proteins, where
98
the change in colour can be reversed (eg, Dronpa). In the GI
tract, Ednrb-kikGR mice, in which the photo-convertible protein
kikGR is expressed in the ENS, have been used to examine the
99
migratory behaviour of ENCCs. Using this mouse, photo-conversion of single or small populations of cells allows the tracking
of individual red cells within an otherwise homogenously labeled
green population. This has resulted in a detailed description of
100
the speed and direction of migration of individual cells as well
as the identification of a new pathway of migration, where
ENCCs in the midgut “skip” across the mesentery to colonize
99
the colon. These “trans-mesenteric” migratory cells make up
the majority of the ENS in the colon, and are therefore vital for
complete colonisation of the gut.
To examine the development of ENS circuitry, activity of en101
teric neurons has been imaged using Fluo-4 and Wnt1102
2+
Cre;R26R-GCaMP3 mice. Initially, Fluo-4 Ca imaging was
performed on ENCCs isolated from different embryonic ages to
2+
101
examine [Ca ]i responses to electrical field stimulation. More
recently, the availability of a conditional GCaMP3-expressing
2+
mouse line has allowed Ca imaging to be performed on intact
explants of embryonic gut, thereby preserving the native cell-cell
102
connections of the developing ENS. Using the Wnt1-Cre
transgene to induce expression of GCaMP3 in all neural crest
derivatives, the contribution of different subunits of nicotinic receptors to cholinergic neurotransmission throughout ENS development has been characterized.
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Live Imaging of Cellular Activity in the Adult
Gut
The physiology of the cellular apparatus involved in the independent control of GI function has been studied in many classical electrophysiology experiments. Combined live imaging and
electrophysiology of enteric neurons have confirmed that changes
2+
in membrane potential can be monitored both by Ca and volt19,28,29
although as described above, fluctuage-sensitive imaging,
2+
ations in [Ca ]i can be determined by factors other than the
2+
membrane potential. Ca and voltage-sensitive dyes have since
allowed visualisation of activity of various cell types embedded in
the GI wall on a larger scale. However, as opposed to many live
imaging studies focusing on other parts of the nervous system,
only few reports have examined activity patterns of neuronal circuits underlying integrated ENS output such as for example the
103-105
Nevertheless, imaging of
colonic migrating motor complex.
cultured enteric neurons and ex vivo tissue preparations have
clarified important physiological characteristics of enteric neurons such as their mechanosensitivity, and thereby challenged the
classic ideas on sensory transmission and reflex activity in the
106,107
The majority of studies in the gut have used classic
ENS.
live imaging techniques and synthetic indicator dyes, to monitor
activity of the various cell types that govern GI motility.
Although significant differences exist depending on the type and
location (layer) of the cells of interest, bulk loading of dissected
tissue has proven sufficiently useful.
2+
Ca imaging studies have also progressed our understanding of other than the intrinsic neuronal elements involved in
the control of motility. It has been shown that enteric glial cells
108,109
and take part in ENS signaling
tune in to neuronal activity
110,111
Also, our understanding of
that underlies colonic motility.
myogenic and other mesenchymal control elements present in the
gut wall, has improved based on imaging results. For example,
recent reports show that interstitial cells of Cajal can operate independently from enteric neurons to control segmentation motor
112
2+
−
activity, and need the Ca -activated Cl channel Ano1 to co113
ordinate slow waves in the smooth muscle. Another recent
2+
study used Oregon Green BAPTA-2 as a Ca indicator to investigate the involvement of platelet derived growth factor re+
ceptor  (PDGFR ) cells in inhibitory neurostransmission to
114
smooth muscle cells. The extrinsic innervation to the gut has
2+
115
also been examined in a recent Ca imaging study, in which
activation of spinal afferents was detected upon mechanical distension of the colon. Furthermore, live imaging has also been

used to address the interaction of the ENS with the immune system, and recent reports focused on the cholinergic modulation of
116,117
A review on where to go with imaging
resident macrophages.
of mast cell-nerve interactions has been published by Schemann
118
and Camilleri. Apart from using animal tissues, live recording
from human ENS has also been achieved as samples from human
patients are more accessible in comparison to most other nerve
2+
tissues. Voltage and Ca recordings of enteric neuronal activity
have been performed on tissue samples taken from human volun119,120
121
or with standard biopsy forceps.
teers during surgery.
In addition to activity at the level of cell bodies, information
about the transport and activity of organelles and subcellular
structures is also instrumental in understanding enteric neural
circuit function. As such, synaptic vesicle recycling has been
122,123
and mice expressing
monitored using the FM1-43 dye
124
synaptopHluorine. Live imaging of mitochondrial transport
along enteric neuron processes has so far been restricted to in vi62,125
tro studies.

Gastrointestinal Specific Imaging Problems
Despite the advantages conferred by live microscopy, there
are still many difficulties to overcome in order to examine the enteric neural circuitry in its entirety and identify the specific contribution each cell type to control of GI motility. Researchers in
the field of neurogastroenterology have to face the intriguing but
specific setting of the GI tract. The ENS is situated in the highly
heterogeneous cell environment of the gut wall and is layered in
close apposition to contractile sheets of smooth muscle syncytia,
thereby complicating several experimental approaches to a large
extent. Especially in the context of live microscopic imaging, it is
exactly the output of the enteric nerve circuits (ie, motility patterns) that hampers their detailed analysis. Although movement
108,126
artifacts can be corrected using offline stabilization routines,
accurate analysis of small structures and cellular compartments
remains challenging.
There is currently a limit in the ability to introduce either synthetic or genetically-encoded indicators into multiple types of
cells in the gut tissue whilst preserving its 3D structure and tissue
integrity. For instance, bulk loading of synthetic dyes, which has
classically been used in many experiments, has some disadvantages. First, it requires the removal of many layers of tissue in order to penetrate to the cells of interest. Second, the dye usually enters different cell types indiscriminately, which may be advantageous, as many different cells can be imaged simultaneously.
However, the majority of dyes do not enter all cells equally, there-
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by, distorting the output. For example, the lack of response in a
particular cell type may be due to the fact that they are not
well-loaded, and not necessarily because they do not respond to
the applied stimulus. To avoid this, local application of synthetic
dyes, or intracellular injection can be used, however, in this case,
only specific cells can be examined. In addition, it is difficult to
avoid some peeling of the gut mucosa as it is notorious for its autofluorescence, which can decrease the signal-to-noise ratio, especially when using green fluorescent dyes. Genetically encoded optical probes have begun to be used in ENS research, in particular
102,108
However, so far the application of genetGCaMP3.
ically-encoded probes has been restricted to those available in
transgenic reporter mice. As described above, novel and im-

proved versions of genetically-encoded sensors and actuators are
constantly added to the already impressive list, but alternative
methods for introducing novel genetic constructs into enteric
neurons and other cells of the GI tract in vivo have not been
reported. One explanation may be that the location of the ENS,
close to the hostile and microorganism-crowded gut lumen, has
developed increased resistance to the easy introduction of foreign
genes via transfection or transduction protocols to prevent unwarranted DNA exchange. Unfortunately, this has restricted the
ENS field in using the plethora of expression constructs that are
being newly developed at an extraordinary pace. The successful
transduction of enteric neurons with adeno-associated viral vectors that has been reported by a few new studies could be a

Figure 3. Schematic overview of possible strategies to deliver optical probes (synthetic and genetic) into intestinal tissues. The top row shows 3 methods

to apply small synthetic dyes to ganglia, interstitial cells, and muscle layers. During bulk loading tissues are incubated in a buffer containing an
2+
133
134
135-137
114
3
AM-ester of a Ca indicator (common examples are: Indo-1, Fluo-3, and Fluo-4
), Oregon Green BAPTA, Rhod-2, etc). The esters
are cleaved by intracellular esterases, whereby the indicator becomes functional and is trapped within the cell. With bulk loading, the outermost layers
2+
28,29
will have higher levels of dye than the inside layers. Using sharp (or patch) electrodes Ca indicators can also be loaded in individual cells,
or
20
alternatively, dyes can be applied locally as often done with di-8-ANEPPS to reduce labeling of other layers in the field of view. Strategies to express
genetically encoded proteins mostly depend on the technology to deliver the coding DNA into the cells of interest. Since simple transfection
methodology cannot be used in tissues, knockin or transgenic animals often with binary expression systems based on recombination (Cre-loxP) or
transactivation technology need to be used. Here, the main determinant of protein expression is the specificity and strength of the promoter/enhancers.
In case of binary expression systems, a ubiquitous promoter (eg, cytomegalovirus) can be used to optimize expression levels while cellular specificity
is achieved by the control element driving Cre recombinase. Apart from transgenic animals, viral approaches can also be used either by injecting viral
128
127
vector in the bloodstream or by delivering vector intraluminally. Here the combination of viral tropism and cell type specific promoters can help
to yield expression in a subset of intestinal cells. For a comprehensive overview of genetic approaches that can be used to target specific cell types we
138
refer to an excellent review by Huang and Zeng.
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solution.127,128 An overview of possible strategies to deliver optical
probes to intestinal tissues is summarized in Figure 3.

Conclusion and Future Perspectives
Remarkable improvements to live imaging, both in terms of
equipment as well as in the design of optical probes, have made it
an indispensable tool in physiology. In particular, the evolution of
fluorescent probes is extraordinary, as it has generated a toolbox
of genetically encoded proteins with which one can photomanipulate as well as record from individual or entire networks of
cells.
In the last 2 decades, these imaging techniques have proven
instrumental in many discoveries in GI motility research.
Unfortunately, the GI field has not adopted these techniques as
eagerly as, for instance, CNS research. The reasons behind this
are likely associated with issues inherent to imaging in the gut
wall, and maybe also the cost of investing in an expensive microscopy set-up. The latter has been largely overcome, since it has
become possible to record from bright probes such as Fluo-4 and
GCaMPs with relatively cheap microscopy equipment. One
problem of key importance is the fact that it has been extremely
difficult to deliver, in flexible manner, foreign genetic material into cells residing in the gut wall. The underlying reason still remains unclear. Another drawback that is not specific to GI, but
typical for the powerful genetic approaches, is that the rate at
which new probes with slight alterations are published vastly exceeds the possibility to test them. Unfortunately, that seems to be
the fate of this technology, and it will remain very crucial to select
the correct version of the reporter, control elements and delivery
route tuned to the need of the experiment.
Also in terms of equipment, interesting technology has been
continually developed. Although not directly applicable to mammalian tissue because of scattering, it is noteworthy to mention
here the single plane illumination techniques (SPIM) that allow
imaging single planes at high speed with relatively low magni129
fication. Mickoleit et al recently succeeded using SPIM and
reconstruction algorithms to make a full 3D film of the beating
zebrafish heart. Interestingly, also an intravital microscopy technique has been developed that enables, via an abdominal imaging
window, live imaging of epithelial crypt homeostasis in the in130,131
Application of these techniques to monitor
testinal mucosa.
cellular activity of enteric neurons and other cell types in the gut
would profoundly impact on our understanding of the in vivo
function of these cells. In addition to imaging fluorescent labels,

also label free techniques emerge (autofluorescence and second/third harmonic imaging). This methodology offers the advantage that labels can be omitted and circumvents possible artifacts arising from the fact that molecules of interest are usually labeled with an additional, often much larger, marker or fluorescent protein (~27 kD). The obvious disadvantage of label free
techniques is that they mostly require pulsed IR lasers to penetrate deep enough into the tissue and exert their effect.
Nonetheless, with those lasers, multiphoton excitation and second harmonic imaging of non-centrosymmetric biomolecules
132
such as myosin and collagen becomes possible.
The future challenge in using the currently available live
imaging probes will be the careful design of specific driver and
expression system pairs to deliver bright and fast optical probes to
the correct cells in the desired time window. For equipment, the
challenges mainly revolve around increasing the speed at which
(especially neuronal signals) can be recorded, penetration depth,
as well as finding a solution to match high resolution recordings
to low magnification overview in order to maximally involve the
cellular circuit of interest. However, such system, even if not perfect, should allow us to investigate in detail the dynamic interactions between different cell types in the intestinal wall: what
neuronal subtypes connect functionally to each other? How do
neurons and glia work together to tune activity? How do immune
cells interact with the ENS and the epithelium to maintain intestinal homeostasis?
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